RALEIGH
THE RALEIGH COLLECTION

FUN AND FITNESS RALEIGHS
"Selecting a bicycle can be as important a decision as choosing the clothes and make-up which express her personality.

Years of experience manufacturing bicycles ensures that a Raleigh bike is well constructed and safe. But design and style play a big part too. Some of the newest cycles are super refined, thanks to space age technology, painted in fashionable tones and doubly light and speedy. They are designed for those who realise that cycling is a healthier, cheaper and often faster way of getting about.

Some are built for racing, others for exploring the countryside, commuting or shopping. All are accessorised for both speed and style.

A quest for health and fitness via daily workout has become a way of life for the fashion conscious. With a track record of one hundred years of popularity, cycling is still the perfect all round sport. It burns calories, tones muscles and increases heart beat. As important to today's fitness freak as the Lycra of her leotard, the texture of her track suit or the feel of her footwear, is the choice of the right sporting equipment. This is where RALEIGH come in, with a bike for all seasons, all sizes and any kind of adventure.

A machine to match your mood, your life style or even the colour of your leg warmer.

This new catalogue illustrates just how wide the choice is for today's smart biker.”

Kathy Phillips.
Fashion Editor.
Mail on Sunday

The Raleigh Collection offers you all the choice you could ever ask for.
To make your selection easier and to help you find the bike you are interested in, we would like to offer you these tips:
There are two main styles of bicycles—models with small wheels, 20” or less, and models with large wheels, 24", 26" and 27.”

The advantages of a small wheel bicycle are:
1. It is smaller and easier to store.
2. It has a lower centre of gravity and therefore is easier to balance for learners or for carrying loads.
3. The smaller wheels give faster acceleration, making it more nippy for short around town trips.

The advantages of a large wheel bicycle are:
1. The frame is more rigid for less weight, giving a lighter, easier ride.
2. Larger wheels have less rolling resistance and require less pedalling effort.
3. Large wheels even out surface irregularities giving a smoother, safer ride.

WHERE TO FIND YOUR BICYCLE

Small Wheel Bicycles
For girls aged 7-10.................. Page 3
For older girls.......................... Pages 4-5

Large Wheel Bicycles
Town bikes............................ Pages 6-8
Derailluer sports................. Pages 9-11
Reynolds 531 tourers............. Pages 12-14
Optional Extras..................... Page 15

All Raleigh cycles in this catalogue conform to British Standard 6102.

If you want more details on gears we give a more detailed explanation on the back cover of this catalogue.
**BIANCA GIRLS 7-10**

With its comfortable padded saddle, co-ordinating check fabric fashion bag and excellent safety features, the Bianca is the ideal present for fun loving girls—a big hit with every little miss. This elegant little mover is big enough to be really useful and yet not too heavy to be handled easily. For safety, there’s a wrap-around chainguard, rounded brake levers and a steering stop. A fold-down propstand supports the bike when parking.

*Colour—Sparkling Heather; 18’’ wheels; Gear Option—single-speed or three-speed Sturmey-Archer gears.*

Bianca is also available in sparkling Metallic Blue with co-ordinated “flower print” bag. *Gear option: single-speed or three-speed Sturmey-Archer gears.*
SAFFRON
The Saffron is as useful as it is beautiful. The rear carrier and fashion bag make it ideal for light shopping and visiting friends, while the bag is the perfect size for swimwear, a picnic or change of clothes. Features include a low, step-through, curved frame, alloy propstand, metal chainguard, comfortable padded saddle, three-speed Sturmey-Archer gears and a pump which fits neatly under the carrier. Colour – Sparkling Heather; 20" wheels; Lighting Option – Tyre driven lighting.

SAFARI
Who says you haven’t enough storage space for a bike? With a Safari you have. This smart, nippy runabout can be folded in seconds to fit into the boot of most cars or small, unused corners. It’s ideal for car/cycle sightseeing, commuting or just getting about, and its many features include three-speed Sturmey-Archer gears, wrap-around chainguard, soft foam handlebar grips and a built-in rear carrier. Colour – Metallic Silver with Metallic Grey mudguards and chainguard; 20" wheels.
SAPPHIRE
As its name implies, a dream in sparkling Metallic Blue with contrasting White padded saddle and handlebar grips. The alloy propstand makes 'parking' easy and the wrap-round chainguard keeps trousers or tights free of chain oil. Available in both single speed and three speed with a sturdy integral carrier, or in three speed only with a co-ordinated 'flower print' bag. 20" wheels.

SAPPHIRE SHOPPER
This attractive Metallic Blue bicycle with co-ordinating rear bag has a large capacity front basket which fits snugly onto a safe, frame-attached carrier. No matter how much weight you carry 'up front' it will not affect the steering. Tennis racquets, bottles of wine, books, all can be carried safely. The rear fashion bag is ideal for small items like a change of shoes or an extra sweater. Gears: Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, 20" wheels.
**COLETTE**

This value-for-money town bike is finished in sparkling Metallic Silver accentuated by Black and Red mudguard lining and Red graphics. The comfortable padded saddle and soft foam handlebar grips are also in contrasting Black. The full wraparound chainguard protects trousers and tights from oil and the alloy ‘easy park’ propstand tucks neatly away when not required. *Frame sizes*: 19½”, 21” (single or 3-speed) 22½” (3-speed only). Colette is also available in 18” frame size with 24” wheels.

**CAMEO**

Traditional elegance is inherent in this model. The Deep Burgundy enamel finish highlights Gold filigree ‘Cameo’ graphics to give this bicycle a personality all of its own. The graceful curved frame and deep-section mudguards are highlighted by Gold hand lining. Traditional smoked dressguards, a sprung, padded saddle, alloy ‘easy park’ propstand and a colour matched rear carrier complete the luxury specification. Models are offered with Sturmey-Archer 3 speed gears and the option of an integral lighting set with concealed frame wiring. *Frame sizes*: 19½”, 21”, 22½”.
CAPRICE SHOPPER
Caprice offers all the advantages of a large wheel bicycle plus a large capacity front basket fitted to a safe, frame-attached carrier.
Traditional handlebar mounted baskets can upset the steering when loaded, especially at low speeds or when cornering. With the Raleigh basket, you always keep on course. Caprice in Sparkling Heather has a comfortable padded saddle, 'easy park' alloy propstand and a full chainguard to keep oil off trousers and tights. A true all-purpose, fully-equipped model.
Gears: Sturmey-Archer 3-speed. Frame sizes: 19½\"; 21\"; 22½\"
The Caprice in Sparkling Heather is also available in 18\" frame size with 24\" wheels.

CAPRICE SHOPPER
The Sparkling Fern model has all the features of the Heather model plus a useful rear chrome carrier with elastic strap and an integral lighting set. Gears: Sturmey-Archer three speed.
Frame sizes: 19½\"; 21\"; 22½\".
NOVA
This attractive model is finished in Silver with shaded Grey overspraying on the frame and mudguards to give a bold and distinctive appeal. Comfort is well catered for with a padded anatomic saddle and foam grips, and the derailleur gears can be changed from an elegant black handlebar mounted ratchet gear lever. An exclusive Raleigh alloy chainset, alloy brakes and alloy propstand for easy parking complete the Nova's specification.
Gears: 5-speed. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
Also available in 18" frame size with 24" wheels and steel chainset with colour matched chainring guard.

MISTY
There is only one Misty. Stylish, lightweight and practical, it is the most elegant model in the Raleigh Collection.
The deep Rich Burgundy enamel is complemented by smooth Gold lightweight guards, Gold lettering and Orchid motif graphics.
The 5-speed 'Positron' gears on Misty are both positive and preselectable. The stem mounted gear changer gives a positive 'click' when the gear is changed, making accurate gear changing simple, even for first timers.
The specification includes a host of light alloy components for easier riding plus soft foam grips, an anatomically shaped ladies saddle and self-righting black platform pedals.
Gears: 5-speed. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
This attractive model is also available in a smaller frame size of 18" with 24" wheels.
**ALPHA SPORT**
Top fashion style at a realistic price. Alpha Sport is finished in ivory with softly contrasting silver saddle and handlebar tape. Lightweight alloy brakes have safe dual levers and the gear lever is mounted on the stem for easy gear changing. Smart chrome mudguards, rear carrier and a handy propstand complete this value for money model. Gears: 5-speed.
Frame sizes: 19½, 21, 22½.
Also available in the smaller frame size of 18" with 24" wheels.

**MEDALE**
For the yet functional, Medale is finished in Sparkling Champagne with co-ordinating Brown suede-look saddle and handlebar tape. Gears: 5-speed.
Frame sizes: 19½, 21.
Lighting set optional.

**NOVA SPORT**
Lightweight, stylish and functional, this is an ideal short distance touring or commuting model. The shaded Grey and Pearl Silver frame finish is complemented by the attractive cushioned handlebar tape and the lightweight guards have a matching centre stripe. Further lightweight features include the alloy engraved handlebars, alloy stem, alloy hubs, alloy brakes, alloy chainset and an alloy propstand for easy parking. The sensible rear chrome carrier has a handy elastic strap.
Gears: 5-speed.
Frame sizes: 19½, 21, 22½.
WISP
STUNNING – SPORTY – SAFE
Just three words that could be used to describe Wisp – the largest selling ladies sports bicycle in the history of cycling.
STUNNING – finished in cool Metallic Ice Blue with Dark Blue overspraying applied on each model individually by hand.
The suede-look saddle and handlebar tape are in a co-ordinating Dark Blue and the translucent Silver brake cables match the elegant Silver graphics.
SPORTY – 5 or 10 speed derailleur gears, alloy ‘drop’ handlebars, alloy stem, alloy brakes and an exclusive Black and Silver alloy cotterless chainset.
SAFE – the gear levers are stem-mounted for easy, safe gear changing, the alloy brakes have dual levers for easy braking control and Raleigh Raincheck® brake blocks make wet weather braking as sure as braking in the dry. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
The 5-speed model is also available in 18" frame size with 24" wheels and steel chainset.

WISP CONTINENTAL
Gives added practicality to the Wisp’s success equation—offering a ‘continental’ style alloy handlebar for a more upright riding position, rear chrome carrier with luggage strap, a lighting set, alloy propstand, and a bell. Available in 5-speed only. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
PRELUDE
For your first sports bike consider the Raleigh Prelude.
Five speed derailleur gears with easy reach stem fitting levers, alloy brakes with safe dual levers, alloy hubs, padded saddle and full length chrome mudguards. Prelude is finished in a new Raleigh colour shade called Wine and has contrasting Silver cushioned tape and subtle graphics.
Frame sizes: 19 1/2", 21".

WEEKENDER
With a choice of 5 speed or 15 speed gearing, Weekender is the ideal leisure cycle—for enjoying the open road in Lincolnshire, commuting through city centre traffic or climbing hills in Scotland. The 5-speed model (illustrated) has the unique Positron gearing system which will allow the inexperienced lady cyclist to change gear as smoothly as a professional rider. You can see the gear selected on the stem mounted gear lever and an audible 'click' confirms that the gear has been changed.
The Huret Duopar gear on the 15 speed model gives perfect changing across a wide range of gear ratios assisted by the elegant black ratchet gear levers.
On both models, the Raleigh Sportif design ladies frame gives greater rigidity for a more responsive ride and the deep foam grips afford long distance softness and control.
Finished in Gloss Black with contrasting Silver lightweight guards.
Frame sizes: 19 1/2", 21".
The models in this section are all built by hand in Raleigh’s special Lightweight Unit. The lightweight Reynolds 531 frames are individually built and brazed by craftsmen, delicately hand finished and then hand sprayed with several coats of enamel and a final coat of lacquer to achieve a lustrous smooth finish.

The frame is then carefully assembled by one person into a finished bicycle. Each assembler attaches his own personal card, with photograph, to the finished bicycle. It is your guarantee of quality, individuality and satisfaction.

RICHMOND LADY
Finished in Gloss Black with Gold trim, this is the ultimate tourer, hand built in our specialist lightweight workshop. The main frame tubes are Reynolds 531 for light responsive riding and all the main components are alloy for extra weight saving – rims, hubs, bars, stem, brakes and gears. The lightweight alloy Trimec gear is specially designed to provide positive, easy gear changing from the handy stem mounted alloy gear levers.

Smart black self-righting pedals, soft foam grips and shatterproof lightweight Gold guards complete this model's luxury specification. Supplied complete with British Standard reflectors. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".

CLUBMAN LADY
The handbuilt frame has Reynolds 531 main tubes and is finished in Deep Claret with Gold lightweight guards and graphics. Sugino's 50/36 all alloy chainset, when coupled with the Ultra 6 14/24 block, gives excellent all-purpose gearing. The lightweight alloy gear is operated by sensitive 'ratchet' levers which help prevent 'overchanging'. Good quality wheels make for a responsive ride and those fitted to Clubman Lady's have lightweight alloy eyeleted rims and quick release alloy hubs.

Powerful Weinmann alloy centrepull brakes plus alloy pedals with leather covered half toe clips complete the specification. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
ROYAL LADY

The Raleigh Sportif frame with double-butted Reynolds 531 main tubes, plus a 531 fork give a superbly light and responsive feel to this long distance touring model. The quality wheels are built with alloy eyeleted rims, quick release alloy hubs and are equipped with Michelin Sport tyres. The low touring gears between 30 and 96 ins. are provided by a Sugino 50/36 alloy chainset and a 14/32 rear block. The alloy wide ratio gear is coupled with alloy ratchet levers to make gear changing as smooth as silk. The engraved alloy Randonneur handlebars have deep foam grips for long distance comfort and the alloy Weinmann Synchro brakes have an adjustment wheel for easy 'on the road' brake adjustment. Royal Lady is finished in glossy Magnum Grey with a Silver peak head and Bluemels Silver lightweight guards. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".

CLASSIC LADY

As its name implies, a timeless touring model for the woman who wants the ultimate in quality and function. The frame and fork are 'full 531' for the optimum balance of lightness and strength and the specification is a collection of the world's finest touring components:
From America—Jim Blackburn front and rear alloy touring carriers.
From Japan—Sugino PX forged alloy fully detachable triple chainset 50/40/30.
From Switzerland—Weinmann concave section eyeleted alloy rims and alloy brakes.
From France—Maillard Competition quick release alloy hubs and the famous Huret Titanium bodied Duopar derailleur gear.
From the UK—The famous Brooks B17 leather touring saddle, Bluemels Olympic impact resistant lightweight guards, Chambers Churchill engraved Randonneur style alloy bars and Michelin Club Tourist tyres.
Classic is finished in Deep Burgundy with a Silver peak head and a glossy clear lacquer coat. Frame sizes: 19½", 21", 22½".
## TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

### RICHMOND LADY 5

**Frame**  
Lady's Mixte Frame  
50cm (19 1/2")  
54cm (21")  
57cm (22 1/2")

**Frame Material**  
Reynolds 531 Main Tubes.  
Raleigh 18-23 High Tensile Steel Lateral Tubes and Stays.  
Sun Tour GS Forged Ends. Haden Olympic Lugs.

**Frame Angles**  
73° Parallel.

**Headset**  
Tange CM60.

**Fork**  
Raleigh 18-23 High Tensile Steel Blades with Forged Vagner Crown.

**Wheels**  
Rims - Weinnmann 27 x 1 1/4" Eyeleted Alloy.  
Hubs - Small Flange Alloy.  
Spokes - 14G Rustless.

**Tyres**  
Raleigh 27 x 1 1/4" Gumwall High Pressure.

**Mudguards**  
Gold Impact Resistant Plastic. Narrow Section.

**Handlebar**  

**Stem**  
Sakae Custom Alloy.

**Brakes**  
Weinnmann 610/750 Alloy Centrepull with Short Reach Alloy Brake Levers.

**Derailleur**  
Sun Tour Trimec Alloy Gear. Stem Fitting Alloy Ratchet Lever.

**Chainset**  
Forged Alloy Cotterless with Alloy 46T Chainwheel.  
Alloy Chainring Guard.

**Freewheel**  
Maillard 14-16-21-24-28T.

**Gear Ratios**  
83-78-59-52-44 ins.

**Chain**  
1/2 x 3/32" (Derailleur).

**Pedals**  
Shimano Platform Type with Reflectors.

**Saddle**  
Padded Ladies Anatomic.

**Seat Pin**  
Light Alloy.

**Extras**  
Chrome Plated Rear Carrier.  
Alloy Inflator.  
Wide Angle Reflector Set (to BS6102/2 - Not Fitted).

**Approx Weight**  
29 1/2 lb (21" Frame).

**Colour**  
Gloss Black.

### CLUBMAN LADY 12

**Frame**  
Lady's Mixte Frame  
50cm (19 1/2")  
54cm (21")  
57cm (22 1/2")

**Frame Material**  
Reynolds 531 Main Tubes.  
Raleigh 18-23 High Tensile Steel Lateral Tubes and Stays.  
Sun Tour GS Forged Ends. Haden Olympic Lugs.

**Frame Angles**  
73° Parallel.

**Headset**  
Tange CM60.

**Fork**  
Raleigh 18-23 High Tensile Steel Blades with Forged Vagner Crown.

**Wheels**  
Rims - Weinnmann 27 x 1 1/4" Eyeleted Alloy.  
Hubs - Small Flange, Quick Release Alloy.  
Spokes - 14G Rustless.

**Tyres**  
Raleigh 27 x 1 1/4" Gumwall High Pressure.

**Mudguards**  
Gold Impact Resistant Plastic. Narrow Section.

**Handlebar**  
Raleigh Irlamne Alloy. Black Cloth Tape.

**Stem**  
Sakae Custom Alloy.

**Brakes**  
Weinnmann 610/750 Alloy Centrepull with Quick Release Levers.

**Derailleur**  
Sun Tour ARX Derailleur with Power Levers.

**Chainset**  
Sugino GT Alloy Cotterless with Alloy 50/36T Chainwheels.

**Freewheel**  
Sun Tour Ultra 6  13-14-15-18-21-24T.

**Gear Ratios**  
36T: 75-69-54-46-40 ins.  
50T: 104-96-90-75-64-56 ins.

**Chain**  
3/8 x 1/2" (Derailleur).

**Pedals**  
Shimano Platform Type with Reflectors.

**Saddle**  
Padded Ladies Anatomic.

**Seat Pin**  
Light Alloy.

**Extras**  
Chrome Plated Rear Carrier.  
Alloy Inflator.  
Wide Angle Reflector Set (to BS6102/2 - Not Fitted).

**Approx Weight**  
28 lb (21" Frame).

**Colour**  
Claret.

### ROYAL LADY 10

**Frame**  
Lady's Sportif Frame.  
50cm (19 1/2")  
54cm (21")  
57cm (22 1/2")

**Frame Material**  
Reynolds 531 Double Butted Main Tubes.  
Raleigh 18-23 High Tensile Steel Stays.  
Sun Tour GS Forged Ends, Prugnat 55G Lugs.

**Frame Angles**  
73° Parallel.

**Headset**  
Tange CM60.

**Fork**  
Reynolds 531 Taper Gauge Blades with Forged Vagner Crown & Sun Tour GS Forged Ends.

**Wheels**  
Rims - Weinnmann Eyeleted Alloy.  
Hubs - Maillard Atom Q.R.  
Spokes - 14G Rustless.

**Tyres**  
Michelin 27 x 1 1/4" Tourist.

**Mudguards**  
Silver Impact Resistant, Wide Section Twin Stays Front & Rear.

**Handlebar**  
Engraved Randonneur Bar with Deep Foam Grips.

**Stem**  
Sakae Custom Alloy.

**Brakes**  
Weinnmann 733 Alloy Symmetric with Quick Release Levers and Semi Automatic Adjustment.

**Derailleur**  
Alloy Wide Ratio Rear Derailleur, Front Changer and Alloy Ratchet Levers.

**Chainset**  
Sugino GT Alloy Cotterless with Alloy 50/36T Chainwheels.

**Freewheel**  
Maillard Wide Ratio 14-17-21-26-32T.

**Gear Ratios**  
50T: 96-79-64-52-42 ins.

**Chain**  
Sedisport.

**Pedals**  
Shimano Platform Type with Reflectors.

**Saddle**  
Padded Ladies Anatomic.

**Seat Pin**  
Light Alloy.

**Extras**  
Chrome Plated Rear Carrier.  
Leather Covered Half Toe Clips.  
Inflator.  
Wide Angle Reflector Set (to BS6102/2 - Not Fitted).

**Approx Weight**  
29 1/2 lb (21" Frame).

**Colour**  
Glossy Black.

### CLASSIC LADY 15

**Frame**  
Lady's Sportif Frame.  
50cm (19 1/2")  
54cm (21")  
57cm (22 1/2")

**Frame Material**  
Reynolds 531 Double Butted Main Tubes.  
Reynolds 531 Taper Gauge Stays.  
Sun Tour GS Forged Ends, Prugnat 55G Lugs.

**Frame Angles**  
73° Parallel.

**Headset**  
Tange CM60.

**Fork**  
Reynolds 531 Taper Gauge Blades with Forged Vagner Crown & Sun Tour GS Forged Ends.

**Wheels**  
Rims - Weinnmann Concave Section Eyeleted Alloy.  
Hubs - Maillard Competition Q.R.  
Spokes - 14G Stainless Steel.

**Tyres**  
Michelin 27 x 1 1/4" Tourist.

**Mudguards**  
Silver Impact Resistant, Wide Section Twin Stays Front & Rear.

**Handlebar**  
Engraved Randonneur Bar with Deep Foam Grips.

**Stem**  
Sakae Apex Forged Alloy.

**Brakes**  
Weinnmann 610 Centrepull Front, Symmetric Alloy Rear, with Quick Release Levers.

**Derailleur**  
Huret Titanium Boded Rear Derailleur, Huret New Success Front Changer and Alloy Ratchet Levers.

**Chainset**  
Sugino PX Forged Alloy, Fully Detachable 50/40/30T Chainwheels.

**Freewheel**  
Maillard Wide Ratio 14-17-21-26-32T.

**Gear Ratios**  
30T: 56-48-41-34-29 ins.  
40T: 77-64-54-45-39 ins.  

**Chain**  
Sedisport.

**Pedals**  
Shimano Platform Type with Reflectors.

**Saddle**  
Padded Ladies Anatomic.

**Seat Pin**  
Light Alloy.

** extras**  
Chrome Plated Rear Carrier.  
Leather Covered Half Toe Clips.  
Inflator.  
Wide Angle Reflector Set (to BS6102/2 - Not Fitted).

**Approx Weight**  
29 1/2 lb (21" Frame).

**Colour**  
Burgundy with Silver Peak Head.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

To make cycling on your new Raleigh bike even more pleasurable, there is a wide range of optional extras including travel bags, carriers, clothing, locks etc. some of which are shown here. All these, and many more, are available from your local Raleigh dealer. Remember—always ask for genuine Raleigh parts and accessories. They’re the best for your bike and for you too!
Choosing the right bicycle

As a woman you like choice. Raleigh offer the finest range of women's bicycles in the world! Almost eighty models in 12 fashion colours to suit women from 7 to 70 and from 4'6" to 6'0" tall.

Bicycles for leisure and pleasure, to carry your shopping or take you to see friends. A Raleigh bicycle will keep you fit and save you fares.

How do you choose the one for you?

Don't be confused by references to 'gear ratios', 'sprockets', frame angles, etc. The following are some useful hints to choosing your ideal bicycle.

**GEARS**

Gears make cycling much easier. Just as with a car, they adjust the required effort from legs or engine to the road - so a low gear makes hills much easier to climb.

The most popular gear for town riding is the 3 speed Sturmey-Archer hub gear. This is totally enclosed in the rear hub and easy to operate from a 'trigger' on the handlebar.

For faster riding, longer distances or hilly terrain, more gears are required and 5, 10, 12 or 15 are available with 'derailleur' gears. Derailleur gears are not difficult to use, especially as many Raleigh cycles have convenient stem mounted levers. Alternatively, for a little more cost, the 'Positron' pre-select gear on certain models makes changing gear simplicity itself.

**LIGHTING**

To ride a bicycle after dark, you must have lights for safety and to conform to the law. Batteries can be expensive so it is worth considering an integral lighting system when you buy your bicycle.

**PRICE**

Price can either buy you more, or it can buy you less. More extras such as lights, bags, baskets etc... or less weight, especially in the case of sports models.

Prices increase as more alloy components are used - alloy is much lighter than steel, but it is also more expensive. Most quality bicycles take advantage of alloy components so you get the benefits of an easier ride.

The ultimate in weight reduction is achieved when Reynolds 531 tubing is used to reduce the weight of the frame itself whilst improving strength and rigidity.

**SIZE**

Is all about a comfortable riding position.

With the correct frame size you can sit on the saddle and just reach the ground on either side, but you must also be able to reach the handlebars comfortably. It is sometimes worth considering a smaller frame with the saddle raised slightly in order to get a more comfortable reach.

The following chart gives an indication only of your probable frame size requirement in relation to height.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Size or Model</th>
<th>Approx. Height Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bianca</td>
<td>4'1&quot; - 4'9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron/Safari/Sapphire</td>
<td>4'8&quot; - 5'10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot; Frame</td>
<td>4'8&quot; - 5'2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19½&quot; Frame</td>
<td>5'0&quot; - 5'6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; Frame</td>
<td>5'4&quot; - 5'10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22½&quot; Frame</td>
<td>5'6&quot; - 6'0&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to try various styles and frame sizes to get the best 'fit' for you, just as you would if buying clothes.

Your local Raleigh dealer will be pleased to show you the 'Raleigh Collection' of ladies bicycles.

This catalogue is one of a set of 6 available free from your Raleigh dealer.

---

All the bicycles shown in this catalogue are available from your RAILEIGH DEALER —

Our policy of continual improvement means that product specification and appearance may be changed while this catalogue is still in use.